EXPLOITATION ON THE CONSTRUCTION SITE: 38 ARRESTED IN FRANCE, ROMANIA AND MOLDOVA FOR ABUSING MIGRANT WORKERS

POLICE DISMANTLE CRIMINAL NETWORK LINKED TO INTERNATIONAL VAT FRAUD TRADING VEGETABLE OIL

EUROPOL AND THE WORLD ANTI-DOPING AGENCY TO TACKLE DOPING TOGETHER

COVID-19 CHIEFS OF POLICE WORKING GROUP MEETS TO TALK PANDEMIC AND FIGHTING CRIME
VAT FRAUD CLAMPDOWN: INTERNATIONAL SCAM WITH MEMORY CARDS UNCOVERED IN THE NETHERLANDS

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A NEW CAREER CHALLENGE?
APPLY AT EUROPOL
NOW ONLINE ALSO FOR RESTRICTED TEMPORARY AGENT POSTS
STAYING SAFE DURING COVID-19: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

INFORMATION FOR

GENERAL PUBLIC

LAW ENFORCEMENT

What's in it for you?
We welcome public interest in our work and trust that this website offers the reader a good illustration of Europol’s activities.

Popular

TOPICS

ECONOMIC CRIME
238 articles

CYBERCRIME
590 articles

TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS
160 articles

TERRORISM
194 articles

FACILITATION OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION
191 articles

CHILD SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
156 articles

ABOUT EUROPOL

Europol is the European Union’s law enforcement agency.

Headquartered in The Hague, the Netherlands, we assist the 27 EU Member States in their fight against serious international crime and terrorism.

Subscribe to

OUR E-MAIL ALERTS

Subscribe to receive an Email when we publish a press release, document, vacancy or internship.